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SUMMARY

A brief series of airplane-wing aerodynamic-noiseandboundsry-
layer-profile measmementswere madein flight as part of an extended in-
vestigation of boundary-layer noise. The velocity profiles of the bound-
ary layer at the measyring station were found to be siurLlar to the typical
experimental turbulent-boundary-layer velocity profiles. The ratio of the
root -mean-square soundpressure on the surface to the free-stream dyoamic
pressure was found to decrease linesxly with increasing Machumber up to
a Machnumber0.55 and remain nearly constant thereafter to nesr the limit-
ing Machnumberof the airplane. A shsrp increase in the soundpressure
near the limiting Machnumbsrof the drcrsft was obsemed and probably re -
suited from local-shock formations on the wing.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the research on jet -airdrsf% noise has been centered on the
jet, itself, as the primary source of noise. In flight, however, some
aircraft surfaces maybe subjected to morenoise from the boundarylayer
flowing over the surface than from the jet. This is particulwly true
at high subsonic speeds, because the relative jet velocity, and hence the
jet noise, decreases with forward speed, whereas the boundary-layer
noise wouldbe expected to increase.

This report presents the results of a brief series of dx’plane-wing
boundary-layer-noise measurementsmadein fllght as part of an extended
investigation of boundary-layer noise. The spectra were obtained in oc-
tave bands, and the influence of altitude and airspeed explored.

APPAIUTUSANDPROCEDDW

The aircraft (fig. 1) used in this investigation was a small twin-
en@ned fighter. The measurementswere madeon the right wing at the
dive-brake well, that is, about the 2/3-chord~oint.
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The soundmeasurementsystem consisted of a miniature condenser
microphonewith its associated preamplifier andpower-supply, a sound-
level meter, and an octave band analyzer. The microphone(fig. 1) was
mountedhehind a panel which replaced the cover over the dive-brake well.
A sintered stainless-steel plug covered the opening in the panel in order
to minimize the effect of wind noise on the microphone. The entire sound-
measuringsystem, including the stainless-steel plug, w- acoustically
calibrated in the ~ee field over a range of frequencies from 20 to 10,000
cycles per second. The data summarizedhave been corrected for frequency
response, cable attenuation, and altitude (pressure) effect on the micro-
phonediaphragmloading. The boun&ry-layer rake was mountedadjacent to
the microphoneopening. The tube pressures were messuredby differential
pickups referenced to a flush static tap andwere recorded on film.

Data were taken at several. flight speeds and altitudes. After f13@t
conditions were stabilized, a film record of the boundarylayer was made
at the sametime as the soundpressure levels were being read by the
pilot . The altitudes used were pressure altitudes based on IWCAstands.rd
atmosphere.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
,,

The boundary-layer data are summarizedin figure 2, in which the ve-
locity ratio U/U. is plotted as a function of the ratio of tube position ,,.’
to the boundary-layer thiclmess y/5. The term U is the air velocity
at the point of measurement,UO is the air velocity outside the boundary
layerl y is the tube position, and 5 is the boundary-layer thickness.
The shape of the curve is typical of the usual subsonic turbulent-
boundary-layer velocity profile. “For the range of conditions investi-
gated, the boundsry-lsyer thickness 8 (based on 99 percent U/Uo) was
appromtely equal to 1.35 inches.

I?ive octave-band spectra for the @rbulent-boundsry-lsyer noise are
shownin figure 3. In figure 3(a) the effect of altitude is shownfor
a constant &speed. In figure 3(b’) the spectra sre for similar alti-
tudes but at mzchlower airspeeds.

The curves were repeated very well whensimilsr conditions were
rerun. However, the limited amountof data taken did not permit any
correlation of spectrumshapewith the test conditions. Most of the
noise is apparently in the iow and middle
rapidly in the top three bands.

The question of the effect of engine
by throttling back the engines abruptly.

bands; the curves fall off

noise on the data was resolved
Underthese conditions, the
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airplane maintained its airspeed briefly while the engines were deceler-
ating. The soundpressure level did not fall until the airplane syeed
slackened, indicating that the engines were not the primary source of
noise at the microphone.

The ratio of the root-mean-squaresoundpressure to the dynamic
pressure is plotted as a function of Machnumberin figure 4. The ratio
decreases linearly with Machnumberto a Machnunberof approximately
0.55and remains constant at Machnunbersgreater than 0.55. The scatter
shownis less than 1 decibelj which iS the probable measun=menterror.
The range of Reynolds numbersbased on the distance from the leading edge
to the measuringstation is 8x106to 2OX1O6.The angle of attack was
calculated from the conditions corresponding to the data points plotted
in figure 4. These calculations showedthe local velocity to differ from
the free-stream velocityby no more than 10 percent; andhence angle of
attack should not have a large effect on the results shownin figure 4.

Oneadditional point not plotted in figure 4 was very muchhigher
in over-all soundpressure (129 db). The location of this point at a
Machnuniberof approximately 0.8, the limiting Machnuder of the air-
plane, undoubtedlyindicates the presence of shockwaves near the point
of measurements. The spectmm for this point is plotted in figure 3(a).

Lewis FlightPropulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committeefor Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, Noveniber8, 1955
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Figura 1. - Diagram of boundary-layerrake and mlcrophona mounting.
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